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The following are the LOG’s received on my last generally circulated 
APAzine, Pesky8g go Sine© that sine went thru N3APAp thia will too; 
however Pesky's 10 will be very skimpy and will not have enough of 
general Interest to bo distributed to my trade/lotterhack list »There«» 
fore it will also be Included as part of my SAPDzine which will be 
distributed outside the club® (As usual, any N’APer who wants a copy 
of th© SAPSzlne can have it for the asking» But Pesky's 10 will have 
very little more than this letterool so it will only be sent to the 
represented letterhacks f probably one month late and in th© same en=> 
valop® as th© SAPSzlne1 and on© or two other people» Tho I will do 
an extra half dozen or so copies just in case some idiot asks for 
one».s) But enuf of my foolishness »= on to the letters

Stephen F» Schultheis 22 Oct 61
511 Drexel Drive Dear Ed,
Santa Barbara, Calif, Thanks a lot for PESKY’S # 9» The

professional chitter-chattor therein did 
much to restore my Sence of Wonder,' The fact that I’m currently read® 
ing the April 1938 THRILLING WONDER STORIES has also helped. The on« 
ly thing these two sources have in common is that they take science 
seriously 0», well, then too, some of the language in each is purple

Yours tryly, 
Stevo 

vGarrk® And just which meaning of '‘purple1’ did you have in mind when 
referring to Pe9?A ~

Ann Chamberlain 
2440 W Pico P1» 
Los Angeles 6 Gal

Oct, 12, ’61
To Ed Ke8kys».»NEW YORK -

Lesley’s 9 came through 
todaythank you for giving me a try, A fan® 

zine is a gentle thing»»»even though some people commit murder in it 
,»»which is all the comment I think of at tho moment» However, I 
have a letter from Art Wilson which OUGHT to be pubbed in your next 
letter col®, —read it and seo.
Like; Dear Ann, Maybe after all I should just give up and pretend 

that I never was a fakefan, since as everyone can easily see I no 
longer have time even for casual correspondence» After only one 
issue of SCATALOG, I am no longer a member of OMPA for läok of ac
tivity» Someday thre will be another SCAT, but I don’t know when» 
I ainroly snend all my time in Laos except for an odd one, two, or 

iH, & »anted to print 
them in SCAT //2, but seems like too long ago now to have any bear
ing on the subjecto»»what do you think?

Ah well, I keep telling myself that this Laos interlude cannot 
last forever, it meanly seems that way»»»like forever»

No doubt, some day, I shall have all the time I want to publish 
fanzines, comment on fanzines received and correspond at groat 
length with all my friends» By then of course 1311 be 65 and have 
nothing to write about 1 It's a great life®

I’m truly sorry it’s-taken me so long to write, and the same sad 
state of affairs applies to all my pen pals» All best regards to you® 

Art Wilson c/o CJUT« Kattak Airport Kowloon, Hongkong»
(Edi, why ’n’t you get up a group letter for Art? You can see he is 
lonesome out there» Best««»Ann)



Dear Ed«,
Pre using the Bob Lichtman Method of replying to PESKY’S 

since there’s a fair amount I want to say about the zine, and I8d 
prefer the context be preserved completely, or chopped completely.

In thish, Ed, you make a number of statements about me, and situ
ations I’ve been involved with, and you pass a number of value jud
gements concerning me and my actions#

The curious thing is that many 
of your criticisms of me ("..»Isn’t he always going off in ail dir
ections half cocked and attacking anyone who gets in his way?”) are 
directly applicable to yourself.

You seem to grab a bit of informs*» 
tion, and without really comprehending it, you make a moral judge
ment on it, and start swinging. Okay, if this is the way you dig 
it, fine. But don’t, please, criticise others on the same grounds# 
It doesn’t work#

Let’s take up these criticisms (or at least, to 
start with, » the ones relating to me, since I’m most familiar with 
the circumstances there#«.) one at a time.

First, you’re grotched 
about the offset on the pages I ran for you. You immediately jump 
to the conclusion that the offset occurred because I x-an my machine 
too fest, and, further, I was just doing this to show off. Oh foop. 
The offset occurred, Ed, because of the way you typed your stencils, 
using an unusual typeface with a heavy line# The «peed which X ^8» 
UM SagMßÄ M XM ßSMto The faster the machine runs»
the less ink is actually transferred to th© paper» Had I run It more 
slowly. there would have been more offset» Further, th© speed dried 
the ink faster. I could have underinked, as Prieto does, and you3d 
have had less offset« But your letters would have had uninked spots, 
just as they do when Prieto runs that kind of stencils#

To blame 
me for the reproduction of ypux s_tencilS. printed on yo^ is
pretty silly.

A© to whether I’d do the same on ’’mundane jobs”, it 
would depend on whether the situations were the same» However, you’re 
rights I might take more trouble-rafter all, the same job would have 
paid me better than twice as much if "mundane*0

I run my own fanstuff, 
Wanshel’e, Werner’s, GerbeafS« or anyone else's in exactly the same 
fashion, Ed# Any variety in the quality of results is usually due to 
external circumstances# Had you brought me other stencils, I would 
not have ’’pulled something similar«"

But that’s ail very minor com
pared with the paragraph or two you devoted to me in the FANFARONADE 
review© Ed, I’m afraid you entirely missed the point of "1 Had One 
Bitch But The Image Over There«,” Inasmuch as you didn’t dig Jeff’s 
editorials, I am not surprised« though« The article, I fear# went 
over your head It was humor» Ed# Chitter-chatterish humor» and 
mostly poking fun at myself# I wa^h’t "bitching" about my Image«»#! 
was joking about it« Your reaction was far afield (left field)«

But inasmuch as you s&^red the opportunity to expose my iniquities, 
suppose I show you where you went "off in ail directions, half-cocked#"



White-2

Well» noKf Earl Kemp and I are on good terms, so I shan't bring up 
old arguments, but any "bitches* job" I "did on Earl Kemp in re the 
woridcon site voting in Detention before (l) knew all the facts" is 
news to ms, X full well knew the facts, which were that Earl, for 
motives not germaine, placed a bid for the next yearns con, even though 
out of order and out of rotation, purely for the political purpose 
of switching that bid Jater to a bid for support of Pittsburgh, This 
was compounded by the fact that he’d been supporting DoC, up till 
then, and in his change of support he stated that he was certain DX, 
couldn't put on a cone This is what happened, Ed, and this is what 
I reported» I still maintain it was uncalled-for, and it appeared 
pretty dirty politics (although in line with the Pittsburgh campaign )0 
What you, don’t know, Ed, is that after my "bitcher §©b” (a small see” 
tion of my Detention report in VOID 20), Earl wrote me, in a DNP iet- 
ter^ and apologised» His motives had been pure, his Information had 
been incorrect, and his desire had not been to create the effect h® 
did create?»

Now then, to my "sudden and unprovoked attack upon 
Chiles (si®) Moskowitz in FAPAC." This again was a minor item of 
less than half a page at the tailand of an article which had nothing 
to do with the Moskowitz family» In reporting on the various types 
and individuals who attended Hydra Club meetings, I arrived at Mrsc 
Mo and reported my first meeting with her--at•which she immediately 
began attacking a close friend» 1 reported the conversation nearly 
verbatiso If this b® "unprovoked attack," make the best of ito But 
first I suggest you read the article in question ("Hydra County," in 
LIGHTHOUSE #2) before leaping to any conclusions of your owno It 
might be well to remember that in the just-previous FAPA mailing 
Chris had made one of her typically know-nothing attacks upon FA PA 
in generalo Her attitude towards fans and fandom has, from the be
ginning, been on® of patronizing snobbery (collecting little elephants 
is so mu£h more creative), and I have always found it irritating» I 
find her attitude of censure and narrow-minded attacks equally booi’ish, 
and the coup de grace for me was her article on Peyote a couple of 
years ego, in which she made more medical errors than would be humanly 
believable, all over the by-line of an M,DO My tolerance for such 
people is remarkably limited, I admit» (I should suppose It reached 
the breaking point, when, at the Seae-on, Chris publicly stated that 
Sylvia^-who had just said something about the contrast between eur 
fandom and others-^didn"t know what she was talking about, and had 
never had experience to speak from, I mean, Sylvia did know what 
she was talking about, in dii’oet opposition to ChrlsMoa, who always 
seems to shoot her mouth off without having the vaguest idea of her 
subject or audiencuo ) Oh well, I"m touchy on that subjects

Oh yesK 
Chris has indeed said I wrote lies about her» But this merely in
dicates her own nature-^the conversation she denies was overheard by 
others, and the other«; points she has tried to m^ke against me were 
easily refuted«, (See Waiter Breen’s Seacon report, for examples re
latively unbiased«) I am very much bugged when someone’s way of an
swering a charge is to brand it lies, when many know this not to be 
true--to shout "liar” is th® way out of the shallow sind»

Sam*« re
ply in FAPA? Clever, yes* To the point, no» Unless you think that 
citing Chris* softball scores, or charging that my wife supports ne 
is somehow a rebuttal« Believe me, Eds X was not "ripped to little 



shx'cds,” by Sam., and I doubtvthat any further proof of Chris’ mascul
inity (Sam’s idea—»not win») will be more successfula Sood grief*

Now on your final item-»"When asked why he started this, he is reported 
to have belligerently (sie) answer I have a right to say anything 
I want top don’t I? Why shouldn't I have written that?-I ’m afraid 
I’ll hat'® to call "foul!* You’re not reporting this of your own 
knowledge, Ed* You’re taking somebody’s word for it, and lord knows 
how many times this "report" was handed from one to another«. I don’t 
recall ever making euch a statement, although I may wall have made 
one like it* I don’t recall any bödigerance, howet'er, arid I was prob*« 
ably a shade more outspoken*

My belief Is this« Anyone has pretty 
much a right to say anything he chooses, and within this context ho 
will have to put up with any reactions he gets* 3 wouldn’t stop you 
from saying what you feel like saying—»but if it irritates me I’ll 
damn wall write you back* Fair? I have no abjection to Sam’s right 
(or better Chris’) to answer me back in any terms ho desire»,, But * 
I don’t intend to restrain myself overmuch in making known my opinion 
of the oualitv of Sam’s answer* X reported what Chris said to me* 
I maintain I have that right» If she wants to call me a Hat, she 
has that right. And, if I sit back and laugh at her for such a point
less trick, well, that’s my peregative» X donf,t believe in censoring 
areas of the fan press unless It goes afoul of the law* And I care 
a whole lot less for word-of-mouth rumor-mongering than I do for the 
sort of person who coses right out in print with his opinions and 
signs his name to them* Then* if I disagree, I know who to disagree 
wit ho

My fight, in fandom, has always been with the devious^ th© 
stupid^ and the narrow-minded* I have rarely hesitated to speak my 
mindo Whenever I have honestly believed myself to be wrong, I have 
apologist®d-»as I did to Sam* for incorrectly reporting his business 
relationship with Dick Ellington (LIGHTHOUSE #3 )e I don’t lie tg. 
OYS face* My contempt for those who do is rather strong, and it 
lies behind mu®h of my attitude towards Christin© Moskowitz*

sc rigidly entrenched in/bne 
back down when you-, wi Y#

Soce* Don’t stop putting down your opinions, Edj I consider them the 
most interesting parts of your zine* But try to iay your groundwork a 
bit more firmly, make sure you know what you‘’re talking about, atjxK”" 
above all keep flexible. Don’t become 
position that, it becomes impossible to 
Sou Ids 

And keep sending PESKY’S*Ro
Te

for me I was rather distressed
^■Taking things in th© same order*.*

At the time those pages were run off 
at seeing the sheets colliding in the air, getting all jumbled up, 
and falling to the floor. Then when I got home and found that about 

of the copies had offset I concluded that this was because, the pa» 
ges wore coming together almost as soon as they left the machine, and 
that if the machine had been run slower the ink would have had more 
time to dry— particularly since the paper would then have fallen into



Reply to White +++

the tray before touching0 ((Oh, damiti I thot I’d taken the school’s pica typer 
so as to have some semblance of continuity of typeface, but thia is eliteoSorry«)) 
When I wrote that I did not think of the fact that less ink is deposited when tha 
machine is run faster« And why didn’t you malte any remarks at the time about the 
stencils not being properly cut? (A^d the typeface was in no way unusual except 
that it had a rather rudimentary form of proportional spacing« You must be think
ing of the large thick "Directory” typeface that I used one the one-pages, "Mart
ian Barnacles", which I included as a rider with some copies of Pesky^s« That WAS 
underinked«- but because Frank Prieto was having trouble with the inking mechanism 
and not intentionally« Some of the last copies of the run were almost unreadable«)

And speaking of cutting stencils — I believe you advised me a long time ago to 
use both film e d the celluloid backing sheet, but to leave out the wax paper "car
bon cushion" so as to get a sharper copyo So I did this when I cut Polhode 3, and 
hco boy1, did me publisher bawl me outo Dan Blackburn said he had to run the mimeo 
(an ABDick 21:0) at the lowert possible speed and said he had very much difficulty 
even then«, But the final result was excellent — except for one illo with very 
much shaaing you'd think it was done on a rotary silk screen duplicator such as a 
Gestetner or Re;: Rotary« Anyhow, the next time I cut stencils (for my first IPSO 
contribution) I had everything else as before but included the carbon cushion« He 
was happy then and the results were good« My next three mimeo’d zines were done 
the same way — Tightbeam #8, my second IPSOzine and the SAPSzine you ran off« 

The first 2 came out ok (tho the pages run on white paper ‘cause Frank Prieto didn’t 
have any of my colored stuff had the dirty and spotted look usually associated with 
white paper) but as I said | of the copies run off by you had offset« Apparently I 
will have to use the carbon cushion in zines I intend to have Frank run off, but 
leave it out for ones done close to an APA deadline which I will have you run off«

As for your prices, I always knew they were considerably under the going commer
cial rate but at the time that was written I did not know you had different fan and 
commercial raten« I did find out, tho (from Mike McInerney) before I got your "let
ter « And when Prieto runns something off for me, since he does it as a favor and 
free I certainly can’t complain if something goes wrong — but when I pay for it, I 
certainly falt I had the right to (tho I do now see that it might not have been 
your fault«

And now on lo the matter of tha review of Fanfaronade«Q««
Tho I aidant care for the editorial I did road all of it, so if for 

no other reason I did know your article was supposed to be humorous« 
(Actually, I found it somewhat moro so than the’article you sent to 
Hyphen« Tho 1 have enjoyed much of what you have written I’m afraid 
I found that item a horrid bore. Perhaps this is why I look upon the 
raves for Willis and Hyphen with puzzlement« I find most features of 
the latter and writings of the former moderately enjoyable, but cer
tainly nothing to go into ecstacy over« I found about half the items 
in Xh® Willis Papers and much of The Harp Stateside to be quite above 
average and^The Spanish Main" in a recent Void to be truly superb« 
Since most of his (to me) better stuff was written long ago I had come 
to the conclusion that his present reputation was a holdover from the 
part and that the praise was some sort of cross between a cliche and 
conditioned reflex« But now that your item, which left me much cold
er than anything Willis ever wrote, and should not be subject to such 
a conditioned reflex, has received such praise in th© fmz reviews of

I must conclude that the item in question and much of the modem 
Willis is something which I am almost unique In not digging«, Perhaps 
the humor does go over my head for I find little, if anything, humor
ous in such chitter-chatter« But I wander from the point«,«/) But 
whether the article in Fanfaronade Is or is not intended as humor



Reply to White (conto) +++ 

it makes certain statements which have a basis in facto Perhaps “bitch
ing about being called bitching old Ted White” (I use quasiquotes be- - 
cause I don“t have the origional with me) is not the right phrase to use, 
but it Just sounded too good to pass up^ To a certain extent you do 
have that reputation., you expressed (admittedly in a humorous manner) 
displeasure about this “image”, end I commented that it is not surpris
ing that you have lt0

As for the specifics of the Kemp case; The first I heard of it was in 
Earl Kemp’s SaF^ri Off shoot (dated April, 1950) which I had read almost 
two years ago and ha<f not re-read untiil now, On pages 16 and 29 he 
gave his story of how he wanted to support Washington but they would 
not answer any of his letters untill he was finally forced to conclude 
that most of the DC crowd really wasn’t interested in the con» (In 
fact, a number still seem to be disinterested if one is to believe the 
report (In Fanac — or was it Axe?) several months ago that the resol
ution to bid in v63 was carried by only one vote at a WSFA meeting,) 
Several months later I started to get Void and read your conreport and 
suppiimentary "boot” in what was essentially a back issue, I assumed 
then and still believe it was published and distributed before SaFari 
Offshoot, Thus I remembered anged on the part of Earl and assumed Twith
out checking back) that it was directed at you,,«»however a check reveals 
that the anger for ”short-sighted and know-nothing remarks was directed 
at Bruce Pelz, In fact he nowhere mentions you directly (tho I believe 
some of the indirect references were at you) and he seems to be (er,to 
have been -= after all, this was written almost Z years ago) rather a
pologetic towards Washington, wi th a tome of ”1 wanted to help you, but 
what else could I do when I got no co-operation?” This still seems to 
be rather at variance with your Void!tern and I am wondering when the 
two articles were written and when they were distributedo

But all this. Including the remarks anent Pittsburgh and their then 
upcoming con program^which struck me as rather sour-grapesish), is an
cient history and I don’t think these is much more point in discussing 
it, I am not saying that I will cut out all future references too it 
— in fact I promice to print any reasonable letter you might care to 
add to the discussion in rebuttal to my reply—but I wonder Just how 
interesting the readers will find this.

Finally the Moskowitz matter:
I only have almost complete copies of the Feb and May B61 FAPA mail

ings — 1 didn’t get around to ordering an Aug bundle from ME2B untill 
it is too late and I won’t be getting a November one from Burbee for 
another Z months (and then only if someone above me on the WL doesn’t 
take the last copy). Thus the only zine in this controversy that fpo= 
sess is Lighthouse 20 (The article is rather strong as a whole and, as 
you said, only a small part is devoted to the Moskowitz9e The strongest 
comments seem to be directed towards Judy Merrill, The way I under
stand It, Chris denies making any such statements to you tho she admits 
the possibility of your overhearing some such remarks made by her to 
some other person. Now since you say that she walked up to you and 
told you this, there is a direct contradiction in the two statements. 
For obvious reasons I will not speculate as to which one might be the 
ooSer8 correct statement,) Now I had SaM’s reply read to me in part, 
and what I heard I thot very funny and demolishing at the time, I 
have never seen a cops’’ and it is a long time since I heard, the excerpts 
so I do not feel capaul© of commenting on your remarks, (Actually on 
a number of occasions Salü had promiced to give me copies of Different



More La iS ku 

but he never dido Thus I have never seen a sample of hie publication 
and for thet reason I did not bother giving him a copy of Pesky 8b 9 
which started all this fussa^d den t expect to be giving him a copy 
of this publication.,) -

Finally» I admit I heal'd the bit about the "belligerent attitude" 
2nd hand»and I haven't seen Lighthouse J because I don’t have that, 
mailing but I will take your word on the statement,

■ Whew? Now to get back to the other letters?'

hrso Arthur G Archer Oct, 8» 1961
1453 Barnsdale Street Thanks for PESKY’S 9—a million thanks, 
Pittsburgh 17» Penna Foosh, Must have been feeling important the

day I wrote that letter?
I used to get more purple on mes and the surrounding landscape» than 

where it should be while dittoing-«and never did improve.
Like your stapling gimmick tremendously.

Thanks,
Dirce,

Ruth Bermwn September 25» 1961
5620 Edgewater Blvd Dear Ed, 
Minneapolis 17 Minn Whew? The variety of colors and type

faces in PESKY’S 9 is amusing, but a little hard 
on the legibility. Back .in the dear old days when I had access to a 
ditto» I found that black masters gave much handsomerer reproductions 
and were as easy to use as purple.

Sincerely»
Ruth Berman

^The grey masters I now have are useless because they are too sensit--® 
Ive and give fuzzy results0 However» I have gotten quite good results 
with them in the past,a

Harriett Kolchak Oct, 26 / 61
2104 Brandywine St Dear Ed;
Philladelphla 30 Pa Was reading Pesky's 9 again and wonder

ing Why,
The copy I have was almost unreadable in most of its print. The only 

legible pages being in green ink, I do not particularly like the lar
ger type either. It tends to make for scanning instead of reading and 
blurrs way beyond call.

The added page was comical but not the type of stuff most fans go 
for. If it is eliminated I don't think it will be missed, VHarrie^t 
is referring to The Martian Barnacles, a punful 1-sheeter included 
with some copies,A I do hope to see more interesting material on the 
cons in the next issue and perhaps a story and page of gossip.

Your friend9
Harriett,

I also heard from Mike Kurman (2J1 SW 51 It, Miami 44 a Fla) who thot 
the Barnacles was dull but found Besky2s interesting? Vlo Ryan (Box 92, 
2305 Sheridan» Evanston, Ill), AND George 0 Williok (856 East Street, 
Madison» Indiana) who DNQ"'s his whole letter. He started off with 
" , J You’ve about half way-pissed me off, "Gripers like George Wil lick’ 
<> 0 0{hanks a lot /' and went on from there, He DNCjd it because he wants 
to Conduct his arguments by letter» and it quite anxious to, but doesn't 
want them printed. Since I don't have the time for a lengthy corres
pondence I just dropped him a 8bort note exPlaining that * was referring 



to Ais blast at ßuz and the Seacon about the number of Items nominated 
in each category before he found out about the very valid reasons for 
doing this. He thot I was somehow referring to the fannish Hugo’s he 
was pushing then and let loose with a large number of full blasts in 
many directions on that topic* and invited me to quote him at length in 
personal correspondence in order to ’’heat £it7up”c Well* I haven’t 
simply because I do very little corresponding and I have little inter
est in feuding on that topic,

+ + + -{- + ■■!• + + + + + + + + + + + ,'F + + + + + 4' + 4!,(r‘'f!’*J”,+ + •>’ + + +

At this point starts the material strictly for N’APA and* of course* 
the above wii! be re-typed for SAPS/Generai circulation,

I finished reading the 9th mailing the day 1 mailed out Pesky’s 9 
but have thus far read only about 1/3 of the 10th mailing.

From what I saw of this mailing, N’APA seems to be really improving 
and coming out of the bad slump it was in in the 7th and 3th mailings. 
Looking over the contents listing I note 2 goofs <=- you have Vaux Hal 1 
Fanatic listed as 8 pages instead of 7, and Pesky’s 9 as 12 instead of

T wonder — were 2 pages discounted as illegible or did you for
get the unnumbered cover and Lichttnan page? Of course this brings the 
total page-count up to 248, I was disappointed that there was only one 
8 page postmai1ing,,,I was expecting something big from at least Art 
Hayes and had hopes for a 300 page mailing this time around. Undoubt
edly Tightbeam and job trouble overwhelmed Art to prevent this.

An d'Tack — you’ve done wonders to Improve N’APA but I wish you were 
(or had the time to be) more attentive to the correspondence involved 
with your office. Neither Belle nor I ever got any official notice of 
your new address (nor do I know whether or not anybody else did) and 
we had to get it from Fanac, Lenny Kaye was interested in joining for 
slme time now5 but never got any answers to his inquiries <=>- all you 
did was put him down on a ’’waiting list11 when the group has vacancies. 
In desperation he finally did up a zine and sent it in with dues and 
he hopes he will be in with this mailing, (Not answering business mail 
seems to be a trait of all you Fallen Angelinos, I can see letting 
personal mail go by the boards when there is no time* but if somebody 
takes up a position of responsabi1ity he should carry it out or pass it 
on to somebody else who will. For instance I’ve been corresponding 
with Anglo-fanartist Harry Warren (Douthwaite) wants to get in con
tact with Project Art Show, Both he and I have written Bjo about this 
several times but he has yet to hear from them or receive a copy of 
PAS=tell, Instead* for some reason; _I have been placed on the mailing 
list. Not that I’m complaining — I’m quite happy about getting the 
builiten and have subbed to the magazine — but why hasn’t he heard 
anything from them. Since Bjo keeps advertising the whole setup, why 
can’t someone answer the inquiries these adds bring. And this isn’t 
the only case of Angel lino’s not answering business-type mail — I have 
heard od a number of other incidents,)

You ask us to try to get new members. I thot I had Carl Frederick 
(of Martian Barnicl.es infamy) ready to join but he backed out at the 
last minute, Weil* maybe if I keep working on him between now and the 
next mal 1ing,,.,

Thanks for including the Baycon program and 1st LAcon PR — they were 
much appreciated. In order to support them I had joined both but seem 
to be having bad luck. When the Carrs passed on the Baycon my name 
and address were lost so the number was assigned to ”Carl Brandon ’, 
When that got stralghteded out I was given # S24* but they only had

Martian_Barnicl.es


“ ? ♦ 9 S t ... - t> (J

incomplete copies of the first PR left« They sent me the 2nd PR but I 
hever got the program book despite inquiries of ”Vahappin’’o I should 
have known better, but I joined the LAcon too, right after the first 
announcement«. So far I have heard or received nothing from them but 
haven’t yet gotten around to writing them again«

SON0MA+++NCRM METCALF
I believe the book version of Canticle for Leib- 

owltz was published In Feb or March 1960, so on those grounds ft would 
not. be inel 1.gable to appear on the Hugo ballot® It's magazine public
ation was in the form of novelettes, so the book was its first appear» 
ance as a novel, which should make it eligable to appear.. And by'the 
new reties it could appear even if it did have a previous serial version 
(tho admittedly this did not apply at the time)«

Untili some 6 months ago, the rate for overseas printed matter was 
4ft1 for the first 2 oz + Zd for each additional 2 oz® During the Sum« 
mer this was raised to 2^ + per oz, rounded off to the nearest cent 
(with a 2oz minimum charge?) Before (unlike for domestic printed mat» 
ter) these was no 1 lb llmet for these rates — I don’t know about now®

FOOFaraw+++FRED PATTON
Very good cover and I found the mag moderately 

enjoyable® However I had enjoyed Foof 1 immensely and considered it 
one of the best 3 zines in the mailing,. Keep up the good work!

SEVEN EYES OF NINGAMBLE+++Larry Anderson
You still have those old fmz 

you’re offering for postage, or did Pelz take them ail? If so, could 
you give some idea of what they are, or at least from what approximate 
dates? I have purchased parts of three fmz collections in the past 
few years and would be interested in yours if there isn't too much o= 
ver lap«,

NO PLACE+++FM BUSBY
Everything I heard about the Seacon indicates it 

was a real swinging success® I’m now sorry I didn’t go® But there's 
always Chicago, and I’ve already got my membership paid up and a hotel 
reservation in® Hope you have more this time around«.

NEFFERVESCENT+++DON FRANSON
I like your title and hope you’ll be with

us for a long time®
I don’t care for the present emblum too much either, but because it. 

strikes me as a bit pretentious® I doubt that I would ever want to 
try to copy the present N3F emblum on to stencil, or any possible fu= 
ture on® either, so difficulty of doing it is unimportant as far as I 
am concerned® But now that you mention it, a simpler emblum might be 
handy for use on official and semi-official publications® I don’t care 
too much for the other ones you copied from old N3F publications either 
but of these I like the 1st & 4th on the bottom of page 2 best. (NFFF 
on a symbolic space-ship in a circle and NFFF in a triangle)® Any sort 
of motto (like the current "science fna dantasy") is OUT as far as I 
am concerned!

Now 
i oned 
don’t

I'll bring up a point not mentioned in your N'APAzine but ment» 
in your campaign flyer for the Directorate elections® (Tho I 
agree with all of your views I voted for you and do hope you 

make the directorate® I think you would be a good influence®) You
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comment unfavorably about the N3F becoming a correspondence club and 
say thot some other aspects should get re-emphasized« I don’t know a
bout this« I seem to remember reading some 3 years ago0 right about 
when I joined9 that the N3F was started as a service type club and one 
reason for its unpopularity was the lack of need for such a club«««that 
anything it could do individuals could do as private projects with bet
ter chances for success and more resultant egoboo if it is successful« 
This article (I no longer remember where or by whom) went on to say 
that it began to loose its stigma when it began to become a pure cor
respondence cluto This seems to be exactly the opposite of what you 
say in your propaganda«

CRY OF THE WILF MOOSE+++Don Anderson ■
As usualg one of the better zines 

in the bundle, Dan Cragg’s’’Second Thoughts” I found to be very inter
esting, and vistly superior to the reprint a few mailings back« I re
acted to the last one somewhat along the lines he feared people xvouid 
react when hJ re-read it« His comments today show great maturity«

I suppose it’s an indication of my na^venessy lack of contact with 
the ’’real wjrld" or something, but I never heard of this supposed an
atomical d'fference between Caucasian and Asian females« If it isn’t 
the sort cf thing that is liable to give N’APA more trouble with the 
PO than t\e CULT had I’d be cufcious to hear more of it«, What sort of 
popuiat ryth could possibly spring up on a matter like that?

HIPPICA\CRIC+++TED JOHNSTONE
1 think you were briefly a member of N’APA 

in th? ancient days BB (Before Belle)« You had a small zine only in 
the J st mailing (The Small Stone Dragon?Qr was that one by someone else? 
I doi’t have my old mailings handy so can’t checkj, didn’t you?

d I met you around April °59 at a Metrofen meeting, I believe« You 
were in the Army at the time and were passing thru N0Y00 You’d cont- 
apced the Dietz* who brot you down to a meeting which was held in Les 
(Arber’s house« As I remember it,, SaM showed up at that meeting0 and 
-here was some sort of mis-understandIng about proceedure which caused 
our director/president/or whatever it was George Raybin to resign« At 
that time Belle arranged with you to do a column for Ground Zero cal
led "The Rolling Johnstone"$ and Joe Casey (briefly with TTaTa about 1 
year ago) did a cartoon heading for the column« It showed an outhouse 
on top of a rolling stone, with a prop beanie on it« As I remember it 
I’d asked you about the possibility of getting a copy of the 4th ish 
of Magnitude (I’d lost my copy) which had been published by the then 
already defunct "Chesley Sonavan Society"« (Was there any relationship 
between that club’s name and the novel Donavan’s Brain? I’ve been 
meaning to askithis for the last 4 years and never getting around to 
it«) You advised me to write a particular person, but asked that. I not 
mention your name« I never did get around to writing«

Between this and what J. read in SAPS I gather that you’re in some 
sort of private heaven in school, working hours on end in radio and TV« 
You s^em to be really enthusiastic about broadcasting«

Well, I already wrote my experiences at NASA up (now how’t that for 
a split infinitive?) last mailing and will be discussing the people I 
met in my next SAPSzine (those pages are already on master).. Nothing 
real weird happened to me this time« but the only other time I worked 
in a government lab was the summer of ’58 when I vzas down at the Evans 
Signal Labs of Fort Monmouth« Then they put me, a fresh out of college 
physicist, to work as a physical-chemi st growing crystals for a MASER 
some characters were foolina around with« At first it was interesting
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as I learned how to do it, ran into some problems, solved them, etc., 
but after a while it began to be a drago

Ups “= I forgot. Up above you wondered why MEZB has such antipathy 
towards Shadow FAPA. I suspect that she feels that this somehow* re<=>' 
duces the "exclusiveness" of the parent club. Thus also her refusal 
to let any WLers have copies of her FAPAzine -» either directly or 
thru surplus stock purchases® (Tho she once slipped and forjot to 
take out her fmz from the bundle she sold me.)

FANDOM IS JUST A HOBBY +++ FRANK R PRIETO
The cartoons strike me as 

padding used to quickly make up minac credit® As usual you seem to 
be blowing off steam in the wrong direction and it is more your at
titude than your content which results in the derision which greets 
your zines. There are mighty few fans who don’t read any stf at all 
and any interesting discussion of stf will be favorably received® Look 
at Coswel’s index last time around — even tho something like that is 
not very interesting to sit down and read it still did not receive any 
unfavorable comment. And, in fact, it did receive some favorable com
ment because of its usefulness.

MEGALOSCOPE +++ LARRY MCCOMBS
Very glad to see you in N6APA. As you 

know, Gaul is one of my favorite fanzines®

GRIBBLE + ++ JEFF WANSHEL
Goodbyo

If you wanted to reccommend fanzines, why didn’t you give the addres
ses? When I reviewed Fanfaronade lastish I didn’t give yours cause 
you were in N’APA. Later I realized that I should have because I was 
also distributing the zine outside of N’APA. But those zincs you rec» 
comenldoool suppose that if some Neff er who doesn’t get them was inter» 
ested he could get the addresses from the fmz list in TNFF a few months 
back. If 1 had them with me I’d give them now but I’m typing this in
school and this zine must be mailed out today. As it is I might not
make the deadline. I get all listed but Kippie and agree that they are 
among the top fanzines published today. However I would add several
others to that list such as Gau 1 „ the Bug Eye, and a few others which
I consider to be better than some that you do list® I once sent a 
trade copy of Polhode 3 but got nothing back, which is why I don’t get 
Kippieo I might try sending some zine again soon to see what will 
happen,,

RACHE +++ BRUCE PELZ
I understand Crap is dead — if not, than at least 

it is now just a round~robin group with no WL, etc »» so will no long
er be appearing on your list. However it will be replaced by the SFPA 
run by Bob Jennings. And what’s this I hear about 2 new APAs? One 
for ISFCC and one for poets? I wonder if these will get off the ground? 
And I suppose Wult/Exult have too tenuous memberships to list, what 
with people drifting in and out at will. 

+ + + + + + + + + ++ + ++ •♦’++++ + + + + +■ + + + + + + + + + + +
Well. that finishes my MC’s for this quarter,, Some of the zines I read 
I didn’t MC and some that I read only part of I dido Going over the 
mailing I was surprised to find that I had already read 2/3 of it be
fore and I must nave read f the remainder while doing the M.Co’s.
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I think I’ll again have the whole mailing finished and filed away pret-- ’
ty soc&o . •

As I said before, at a certain point N’APA was in a pretty bad slump 
and I suspect I contributed to it with a really horrid mess of illeg® 
ible and poorly written fanzines. I"saw the light” after Peskys 9 
went out and vowed to reform. Unfortunately my repro was even worse 
than usual last time. This time however thru the use of #2ooo/ream 
Z^ paper and only fresh purple masters the first 11 pages and cover 
seem quite legible. (My thanks to Carl Frederick for getting me that 
paper — I had been unable to get anything that good at under almost 
double the price in any stores. However they us© this stuff where he 
works, and he has been buying reams of it for me. Unfortunately I ran 
out a few pages back the cover and last 4 pages have to be done on 
20^ stuff filched from school.) Also I’ve been trying to improve the 
quality of my writing. I think I did last time, and I think I main- «
tained the same level this time (except for the last page wJ)ich was •
done rather hurriedlyo ’

I recently came across some ditto masters which I’d typed about 1 
year ago and never ran off, and was considering using them now in this 
zine. I started to write a conreport on last year’s Philiconf, com
posing on master. Dan Blackburn offered to photo-offset (on paper 
plates) some stuff for me, So I asked how about doing a small 4 sheet 
zine for me so that I can try the medium out. Then I finished writing 
the conreport, and some other stuff about film-fandom and other things, 
out, revised them, and did up 16 pages of dummy. (It was to be digest 
size.) 1 got a whole mess of art work from the Mss buro, got Carl Fred- * 
erick to do me a cover, and turned it all over to Dan. I was going to 
put it thru the Jan SAPS mailing and Mar N’APA one, but the bum 
gafiated before he ever turned it back to me. He claimed to have fin- *
ished printing it but 1 am morally certain that he didn’t — in fact I 
doubt that he even started to. He made some 10 appointments to turn 
them over to me and broke or failed to keep every one.

And he sure was an odd character in other ways, too. I think some
day I’ll do an article about him and some of his friends, the way I did 
about Mark Walsted for the Jan 62 SAPS mailing. and also include the 
saga In full gory details of how he kept stalling on this (and other 
zines which he did eventually complete) zine.

Anyhow, I found those 5 ofc so first-draft masters and the rest of 
the mss which would take up another 4 or so masters. If the con re
port had been entirely on master, and readable, I would have included 
it0 However I decided you would rather have a few pages of MC’s than 
the tail end of the report, and I only had time for one. Mebbe Pl! ’
now read it over at Measure, and if it isn’t very bad will do it up ;
for the next mailing« I know I was quite proud of it when I’d finish»- ,
ed revising it, and was furious when that Blackburn welched on the bit.

This year’s Philiconf had a much better program than last year’s, and 
if I have time I’ll include a brief report in the Jan SAPS mailing.. 
Pm dummying up some photosheets on it and the SCOAW’s visit to NY (El
la Parker’s, to you non CRYhack * a) which I hope to have m the Jan SAPS 
and IPSO mailings, and I suppose I might as well have a few extra cop
ies run for the March N’APA mailing. I’ll decide later on that, tho .
its presence still isn’t even guaranteed for the first Z APAs.
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